
 

 

THE NEWSLETTER  OF THE  LAST  MEETING HEARTS 

20-23 APRIL 2014   IN TRIPOLIS, GREECE 

COMPUTER HOUSE –TRIPOLIS GREECE   was  the  host  for the LAST   meeting of The 
Hearts Project be 4 dates 20th to  23rd  March, 2014. There were 2 partners  : Italy & Greece 
from Italy  4 participants , Aim Network, Ferrara and from Greece  3 participants Computer House, 
Tripolis. 

FIRST DAY OF THE MEETING - APRIL 21st  – MEETING PLACE:  COMPUTER HOUSE 

Welcome speech from the  Greek coordinator, Matina Paraschou and a brief discussion 
about what have been done so far and what will be done. The  creator of Digital Literacy 
Course ,  presented the final version of the manual of Digital literacy. Secondly  we visited  a 
pastry lab Workshop. All partners had the opportunity to wear special  professional aprons  
and uniforms and took part at the preparation  of traditional Greek sweet and  with pleasure 
showed us the secrets of making a greek traditional pastry made of fyllo, sugar, walnuts and 

honey.  

After  the  lunch  we continue in the meeting place the 
presantations.The audience was made from Greek 
partners in face to face and other partners which were 
connected via e-learning platform. From Romania 
attended the meeting Ms. Nicoleta Loghin, the 
coordinator of whole project and from Italy, Ms. Maria 
Kavouri.  

The first presentation was from the Italian partner,Mr  GIUSEPPE TORRISI from “NETWORK 
REVOLUTION ” enterprise, who cooperate with AIM Network in ICT issues, presented us a 
new product an “e-learning  DIGITAL PLATFORM  “ATHENA E-LERNING”. This product was 
elaborated by “NETWORK REVOLUTION ” enterprise in cooperation with AIM Network. He 
explained to us that the platform of Athena E-learning is like a website which gives the 
possibility for synchronous and asychronus teaching  useful for distance e-learning. 
Afterwords, Miss  LUCIANA DE MARCO board member of AIMNETWORK, explain very 
analytically the  two steps of their open source solution  of Athena E-learning and how to 
work E-learning by using Moodle platform. 



 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
After the presentation in the 
meeting place , two visits took 
place:  
-First visit was at the Athlete Club of Tripolis where we had a discussion with the president of 
the local athletic team -Second visit was at the “Folk Art Museum”, a very interesting place 
and the partners had the chance to see old objects such as tools, household objects, paper 
documents, handmade beads etc. 
-Later on that night we had dinner at a local traditional restaurant with   typical Greek food.  
 
SECOND DAY OF THE MEETING - APRIL 22nd   
In the second day of the meeting the coordinators  discussed about the future activities. 
All partners –staff filled   the evaluation  report  and also they  discussed about the progress 
of the program “Hearts” and talked about partners’ tasks. Later on all partners visited 
ancient Mycenaes  
 
-Εxcursion to Mycenaes- A GREAT HISTORICAL PLACE 
http://odysseus.culture.gr/h/3/gh351.jsp?obj_id=2573 
“Visit Mycenae! Going up the Mycenae hill, you will arrive at the Mycenaean monumental 
gate of the fortification wall, the Lions Gate. Within the fortification wall, you will see the 
Palace of Mycenae and the underground water container, which was connected with natural 
sources in the area through an underground aqueduct. Do not forget to have your flashlight 
with you! At the bottom of the hill, you can visit the Archaeological Museum of Mycenae. 
Within easy reach, there lies the tomb of Agamemnon, which is still called the tomb of 
Agamemnon, even though it is now known that it does not belong to the legendary king of 
Mycenae, as people formerly believed. “A tourist guide talked to us about the history of  the 
place and we visit the archailogical meseum which 
had unique exhibits 

 Dinner was followed in Nafplion, a gorgeous 
historical city which was the first capital of Greece. 
Souvenirs as well as and certificates were given to all 
partners.  
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